
So the "russian hackers" meddling in the election was Google all
along. Why isn't this the biggest story in America right now?
None of the "trusted" news sources have commented on this at
all. (politics)

by shadow332

Apparently DOZENS of new big tech insidersPNG

PNG · 798 x 734 Open
have contacted Project Veritas in the last 24 hrs due to this latest
report.

"Project Veritas ‘Selectively Edited’ My Words"

This rat-faced kikePNG gave context and went into detail, that's
not selectively editing. That rat is scared, she has been caught
red-handed. There is no missing context here. She explicitly
stated that they were out to manipulate election results (prevent
another "Donald Trump" situation) by enforcing their own idea of
"fairness," which she openly admitted was not what others
would consider "fair." This is electioneering, plainly and simply.
She wasn't imprecise, and the clip didn't lack context. They're
busted.

O'Keefe said it perfectly: These cunts routinely cut down 3-4 hour
interviews to a few second clips. Then submit them as “evidence”
for law suits. Their hypocrisy knows no bounds. Ask Alex Jones.

I quite liked when she did the typical cunt plea:

Omg I just got done with another 12 hour flight jetsetting
around to wine and dine with
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Omg when I could finally check my phone there were a
million messages!

Omg some of them were mean!

It's not my fault!

I'm not the CEO!

Oh oy vey me a river. Why is it (((every single time)))?

The floodgates are about to open. It's going to come crashing
down, and this will all be used in court/congress/regulation
hearings. They have no idea just how fucked they are. They are
freaking the fuck out right nowJPG. The breakdown of trust in
their inner circles must be absolutely seismic.

Check out this email:JPG

"Significant step in terms of user trust"

Somehow alienating users and making it more difficult to access
content they enjoy will restore user trust. How do these people
get hired?

I would be extremely wary about any additional regulations. I
don't want government having the power to open and shut
valves on the flow of information. I do want Google, Facebook,
Twitter, etc. to lose their immunity liability and get the everloving
fuck investigated out of them. There's no way this shit isn't some
kind of campaign law violation. The government has a
constitution they must adhere to, their regulations can't possibly
be worse. Proposed legislation so far has only included large
companies with hundreds of millions of users. This needs to
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happen, even if the government fucks it up it will be better than
a technocratic dictatorship run by trannies and genetic dead end
bugmen.

This also just happened.

Senator Cruz grills Google on Allegations of Politically Biased
Censorship

Project Veritas source

Archived tweet

Heres a question. Why was it ONLY Cruz grilling these fucks?
Everyone there should have been tearing Google a new asshole.

But then again, Assange and Wikileaks basically exposed the CIA
using our smart TV software to bug people's homes and no one
gave a fuck. Absolutely nothing will come of this because the
minute someone in power attempts to destroy the evil that lurks
throughout every government worldwide, those same people
end up dead.

Old 2016 news on this:

REVEALED: Google staffers have had at least 427 meetings at the
White House over course of Obama presidency - averaging more
than one a week

Hacked emails show Eric Schmidt played a crucial role in Team
Hillary’s election tech
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Sort: Top
[–] LostandFound 19 points (+23|-4) 6.3 hours ago 

This is EXACTLY what google wanted, to push the overton
window so far and so hard it snapped and snapped hard. Google
WANTS regulations, it will be the death of all competitors. I
honestly don't think for one second that the top exes in Google
thought they could just keep going and there to have never been
any blow back, deliberate and obvious censorship on their
platforms and search result manipulation against conservative
voices while there is a conservative president in power.
Deranking news sites that speak favorably about the current
administration and promoting sites that push hoaxes against the
current fucking sitting president.

We are walking straight into their hands, the only solution is to
smash google into tiny pieces and make the shards of what was
once google and tell them take a pick, editor or neutral public
space. No new laws or regulations just the application of the
ones we have. Anything else and we will be forced into an even
worse situation.

link

[–] Honey_Pot 3 points (+3|-0) 2.4 hours ago 

The Domain Name: Google should be seized by ICE, Department
of Homeland Security Investigations.

This what should be shown when using any product by google:
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https://www.geek.com/wp-
content/uploads/2011/02/C3_Banner_2011_02-500x352.jpgJPG
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[–] webster_warrior 3 points (+4|-1) 2.9 hours ago 

Thanks for expressing it. Google would then achieve public utility
of federal department status, or something like that. Job for life.

link
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[–] Rabid_Robot 0 points (+2|-2) 3.5 hours ago 

Beautifully said.

link
parent

[–] letsdothis3 0 points (+2|-2) 5.4 hours ago 

I agree.

link
parent

[–] boekanier 14 points (+15|-1) 6.4 hours ago 

What do you expect when the entire msm is in jewish hands?

link

[–] Schreiber 8 points (+9|-1) 5.7 hours ago 
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Google even tried to censor jews like Lauren Simonsen, Juden
Peterson, Shapiro, Prager, etc because they are not "communist"
enough.

Google is the furthest of far left.
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[–] RebelJohnny 8 points (+8|-0) 4.7 hours ago 

Notice you said “tried” to censor, as if they couldn’t if they wanted
to. That’s kosher sandwich shit, they do that to establish those
Jews as the only acceptable alternative.

link
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1 reply

[–] tanukihat 5 points (+5|-0) 6.3 hours ago 

Why isn't this the biggest story in America right now?

Why do you think?

link

[–] Troll 3 points (+3|-0) 4.3 hours ago 

GOOGLE IS BEING RUN BY KIKES

IF IT WAS RUSSIANS WE'D GET BETTER VODKA IN SEARCH
INSTEAD OF FAGS RAPING KIDS DURING PRIDE MARCHES WHEN
YOU SEARCH FOR VODKA PRIDE
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link

[–] SexMachine 3 points (+4|-1) 4.7 hours ago 

Here's my theory. This is all part of their plan, too be so blatant
and obvious with their manipulation that the government has to
step in and reign in on these tech companies. Bills are drawn up,
laws are made, and then the government has control and
oversight of the flow of information online... More censorship
ensues, but now the people have given this control over to deep
state hacks.

link

[–] wraithOFlogic 3 points (+3|-0) 5 hours ago  (edited 5 hours
ago)

ok, lets play the "muh russia" angle...

we now know google interfered with elections and is intending
to do so in the future

google is a publicly traded company

how many of its stock holders are russian?

google is a threat to our democracy

link

[–] deathsquad 3 points (+3|-0) 6.9 hours ago 

People knew google are politically far-left for years that's why it's
not a huge story. We also knew the Russia hoax was fake for
years. There aren't any people who are shocked because
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everyone is either aware of what is happening with big tech, or
they are a dem voter in denial.

link

[–] American-Patriot 2 points (+2|-0) 3.9 hours ago 

At this point Google should be treated as an enemy combatant
and be dismantled.

link

[–] speedisavirus 1 points (+1|-0) 3.7 hours ago 

Fox has extensively

link

[–] Simonsaysgoat 1 points (+1|-0) 3.7 hours ago 

Why didnt the two year investigation into Russia show that it was
google that was interfering and charge them?

link

[–] 70times7 1 points (+1|-0) 4.1 hours ago 

oy vey me a river.

Lul'd

link

[–] another_dot 1 points (+1|-0) 4.3 hours ago 
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Google busted manipulating election results...hurry up,parade
Mueller back out!!

and in breaking news Counsel Robert Mueller has agreed to
testify before blah blah blah blah blah!!

its enough to make you fuckin' sick.

link

[–] Einsatzgruppen1939 1 points (+1|-0) 4.7 hours ago 

GTFO of here with your facts, common sense, reasonable
deductions and independent thought. We don't need that in
Clown World. Here's a new episode of Game of Thrones and a
Beyonce track for your troubles. You will be reprogrammed. You
will assimilate.

link

[–] TestForScience 1 points (+1|-0) 5 hours ago 

All of the 'journalists' for these 'news' networks are currently
sitting on Twitter talking about how 'fake' the videos are. 
Not one of them has investigated it in any conceivable way. 
Not one of them asked Project Veritas's main dude for an
interview or a comment. 
Not one of them had prior insight or notice of the undercover
operation. 
But they ALL come out to say the video is fake all at once. 
The next fucking person to say "the media doesn't collude with
the DNC" is getting aborted.

link
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[–] SexMachine 2 points (+2|-0) 4.5 hours ago 

Crazy how GamerGate was such an entry redpill for people like
me. I was oblivious. I thought that once the MSM knew the truth,
the whole lid to the thing would blow off. Nope, they were given
the truth, and they completely ignored it in favor of their
agenda...

Then I was like, what else did they lie to me about? How long has
this been going on? How many Jews really died during the
Holocaust? If Hitler would have known what the Jews would end
up doing to his country, his people, and the world, do you think
their would have been a real Holocaust? Why is it that behind
every fucked up event in history for the past century has had
Jews at the helm? If all people are equal and white people aren't
superior, then why is it the only way other races have a chance to
succeed is if white people are held back and the standards are
lowered for brown people?

link
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[–] pshawman 1 points (+1|-0) 5.3 hours ago 

This was also totally absent from Australian news tonight. Was
just on now so they totally had time to include this IF THEY
WANTED.

link

[–] WayneKer 1 points (+2|-1) 5.5 hours ago 

It's the God Damn Chi Comms! Lol
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link

[–] SharpSliceOfMango 1 points (+1|-0) 5.8 hours ago  (edited 5.8
hours ago)

Because you live in a non nationalistic, technological
dictatorship. The interest of a few are protected by mass
manipulation that is achieved with modern technologies that do
not benefit the people.

link

[–] Schreiber 3 points (+3|-0) 5.7 hours ago  (edited 5.7 hours
ago)

The interest of a few

Reminder that Soros, RBG, etc are still not dead yet (despite
already looking like undead), possibly due to the efficacy of
goyim baby blood formulas.

link
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[–] forget-me-not 1 points (+1|-0) 6.3 hours ago 

Great post.

link

[–] Doglegwarrior 0 points (+0|-0) 16 minutes ago 

Why would they? (((They))) are all in it together. 40% of the united
states billionairs are jews. That is an insane amount of wealth for
a group comprising 2% of the population. Now they are even
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more top heavy then that when u put zucker berg and bezos
combined wealth then add in the rothchilds if you dont
understand yet that jews run this fucking country you sir are a
fucking idiot.

link

[–] phillyjoe 0 points (+0|-0) 36 minutes ago 

Both founders are Russian Jews.

'nuff said.

link

[–] EvenSteven 0 points (+0|-0) 1.1 hours ago 

Google is trying to suppress the truth. They keep trying to
remove the whistle blower video. I heard Reddit is trying to
remove it also.

link

[–] 369693936 0 points (+0|-0) 1.5 hours ago 

The only way to get our minds back from the AI mind virus
they've been infected with through social media is to Smash all
of the clown corporations to bits while simultaneously using
DEWs to take out all their data centers.

Needs to happen all at once, over the course of 6-8 hours
overnight.
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[–] Hypercyberpastelgoth 0 points (+0|-0) 1.3 hours ago 

So can YouTube be trust busted because of this too because
Google owns them and they're involved and do the same thing
too?

link
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[–] 369693936 0 points (+0|-0) 1.2 hours ago 

Of course. It's unfortunate but most of us need to get away from
the screen and back into real life anyway. It's nice to be creative
but the whole debacle has turned regular people into narcissists.

link
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1 reply

[–] aCuriousYahnz 0 points (+0|-0) 1.9 hours ago  (edited 1.9
hours ago)

I'm not the CEO

Like the fucking CEO is even aware of half of the shit going on at
a company...Do people actually believe crap like this?

The target bathroom rule was done without the CEO knowing.
Much like the President, a CEO isn't as god-like as people would
like to believe.
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[–] drysoup333 0 points (+0|-0) 2.4 hours ago 
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What I love most about her blog post is anyone living in the bay
area read "Dublin to San Francisco" as Dublin, CA to San
Francisco, CA.

I had to reread that part to understand she flew from Dublin,
Ireland. I picked that up as her trying to communicate her
superiority to others in the bay area.

link

[–] noithatkenli -1 points (+0|-1) 5.6 hours ago 

alo

link

[–] shadow332 [S] 1 points (+1|-0) 5.4 hours ago 

Fuck off, Pajeet street shitter.

link
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[–] Jeww -3 points (+1|-4) 7 hours ago 

Why are all your questions so naive and stupid? Who are you
putting on this play for, your own uncomfortable thoughts or all
the basic bitches who still think they have a country?

How can you be this interested and informed on such topics but
have yet to realize you’re a slave?

When you accept that you’re a slave, all these questions will
suddenly have answers and you can stop feigning indignation
and astonishment.
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link

[–] forget-me-not 5 points (+5|-0) 6.3 hours ago 

Did you make such a long and elaborate comment because you
don't know what rhetorical questions are?
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[–] shadow332 [S] 2 points (+4|-2) 5.4 hours ago  (edited 5.4
hours ago)

I was surprised at that, too. It seems brainlets like @Jeww need
everything written in simplified English with only literal
pragmatic usage like an 8 year old. But the " you are a slave" talk
smacks of a teenager just learning about the red pill so at least
he's learning.
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